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Introduction
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 Objective of the document
This document corresponds to Deliverable 11.1 – Dissemination and Communication Plan (DCP) - V1, and
has been prepared as part of Task 11.1 Communication and Dissemination Planning and Performance
Monitoring within the framework of Work Package 11. It intends to serve as an operational handbook, guiding
the dissemination and communication activities within RESPONSE, developed in coordination with the
Lighthouse Cities (LHCs) and Fellow Cities (FCs).
Prior to discussing the objective of the document in more detail, it is important to understand the related
terms (Dissemination and Communication) carefully. These are often misinterpreted in explanation and
contain significant overlaps (Figure 1) in regard to the execution of activities. It is hence useful to establish a
clear reference definition.

Figure 1: Terms and their overlaps

Below are the definitions coined by the European Commission. These have been sourced directly from the EC
Research & Innovation Participant Portal Glossary/Reference Terms1. The consortium will abide by these
definitions while planning and executing activities within the framework of the RESPONSE project.
Dissemination
Dissemination is defined as the public disclosure of the results by any appropriate
means (other than resulting from protecting or exploiting the results), including by
scientific publications in any medium. The transfer of knowledge & results is aimed to
enable others to use and take up results, thus maximising the impact of EU-funded
research.

1

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/EU-IPR-Brochure-Boosting-Impact-C-D-E_0.pdf
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Communication
Communication is a strategically planned process that starts at the outset of the
action and continues throughout its entire lifetime, aimed at promoting the action
and its results. It requires strategic and targeted measures for communicating about
(i) the action and (ii) its results to a multitude of audiences, including the media and
the public and possibly engaging in a two-way exchange. The process encompasses
informing about the project and promoting its results and success.
The objective of this document is to establish a plan that maximises the overall project visibility and outreach.
This includes setting up dissemination and communication methods that the consortium foresees to utilise in
the project timeframe. The strategy includes information on the objectives, relevant target stakeholder groups
and audiences, messages that will be communicated to these groups, the channels and interactive tools to be
used, and a tentative timeline of implementation. In addition, a monitoring methodology and framework has
also been established.
As the project progresses, it will be subject to relevant content related updates over the course. The
consortium intends to actively participate in contributing to the enhancement of the impacts created by the
measures outlined by this plan. An update of this deliverable is foreseen in Month 24 i.e., September 2022 as
Deliverable 11.9 DCP - V2. This updated version will include improvements in the strategy while reflecting on
the lessons learned and best practices identified.

1.2 Structure of the document
The document has been structured into different sections in order to ensure a systematic flow of information.
In particular, the process of dissemination and communication broadly covers five aspects as shown below
and in Figure 2.
i.

Why disseminate and communicate;

ii.

Whom to disseminate and communicate to;

iii.

What to disseminate and communicate;

iv.

How to disseminate and communicate; and

v.

When to disseminate and communicate.
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Figure 2: Framework of dissemination and communication

Following this framework, the plan has been structured further into three chapters as listed below.
•

Project Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement: First three aspects: i) Why disseminate and
communicate; ii) Whom to disseminate and communicate to; and iii) What to disseminate and
communicate will be described in this part of the report.

•

Tools and Channels: This chapter will cover the fourth aspect – iv) How to disseminate and
communicate, and build upon the tools and channels already identified by the project team in the
proposal stage.

•

Roadmap and Monitoring: The last chapter details a dissemination and communication timeline
highlighting aspect v) When to disseminate and communicate. Further, this chapter provides a list of
performance monitoring indicators for the consortium to keep a check on the activities and to selfevaluate the impact.

1.3 Methodology
The DCP will be a practical tool for all project partners to efficiently develop and steer their individual and
collective activities with the intent to contribute to the overall dissemination of RESPONSE across its five years
of implementation. SPI led the development of this deliverable while taking into careful account the
contributions provided by the partners at different stages. The inputs of partners cover a variety of aspects
such as access to research/industrial networks, media platforms and channels. Requests were sent to the
partners to obtain information specific to their organisations and networks. The deliverable was reviewed by
EIFER and FERROAMP. In a nutshell, the methodology helped to tailor more specifically the dissemination
content to the defined target stakeholder groups, guided through the relevant channels.

9

Chapter 2
Project Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement
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Chapter 2 – Project outreach and stakeholder engagement
Dissemination and communication activities of RESPONSE are planned to be developed through an integrated
impact-driven approach to create synergies in terms of targeting of stakeholders via dedicated engagement
actions. The focus of dissemination hence is on transferring project results through various channels to ensure
extended project outreach and results take-up, whereas communication will involve informing about the
project objectives, outcomes and achievements. As part of this chapter, a clear understanding of the objectives
intended by dissemination and communication will be developed (Section 2.1), followed by general guidelines
(Section 2.2) for the consortium to carry out related activities. As the chapter evolves, target stakeholders for
the project and related networks are identified in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 outlines the key messages that
the project will feed out for dissemination and communication.

2.1 Objectives of dissemination and communication
The overall objective of RESPONSE’s impact-driven strategy is to inform, engage, and motivate different actors
through multi-lateral dissemination and communication activities. The strategy follows an integrated and
circular approach, also intending to complement the exploitation activities during the project to foster uptake
and replication of its results. It has been targeted not only at enriching the foundations of relationships
between partners and cities (both LHCs and FCs), but also at establishing new active partnerships and
networks. Building upon the objectives established in the Grant Agreement, five strategic specific objectives
for disseminating and communicating the project are defined below:
•

Ensure the visibility of RESPONSE, results and participative initiatives it promotes, including public
engagement through social empowerment;

•

Extensively disseminate the results of the project to stakeholders at different levels (Distribution
System Operators, Consumers, Technology and Services Providers, Policy-Making Bodies and
Governance, Citizens, among others);

•

Increase impacts in terms of awareness, acceptance and wider use within the community, even
beyond the project lifetime;

•

Foster knowledge sharing, co-creation, and peer learning within the different stakeholder groups
flourishing in the cities’ ecosystems; and

•

Integration into the Smart Cities Marketplace through a cooperative framework to enhance the overall
dissemination of all Smart City projects.

The design of a multi-stakeholder and multi-channel strategy and the production of a DCP represents the first
milestone governing all internal and external project outreach and stakeholder engagement activities. The
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impacts and effectiveness of the activities will be subject to continuous monitoring through dedicated
analytics tools (website analytics, Social Media analytics) measuring online and social media outreach and
engagement. This has been detailed further in Chapter 4.

2.2 General guidelines
As a first step, for all activities (online/offline) conducted within the framework of the project, it is mandatory
for the consortium to ensure that a set of guidelines are followed while intending to enhance the project’s
visibility. As a result, a consensus on various items such as acknowledging EU funding, using project logo,
templates, etc., was established.

2.2.1 Project logo
The logo exists in two variants (Figure 3). It is at the discretion of the consortium to use any of these. However,
use of altered or black and white versions of the logo is strongly discouraged.

Figure 3: Two variants of the RESPONSE logo

2.2.2 Acknowledging EU funding
The use of disclaimers to acknowledge EU funding in all official dissemination and communication related
activities is mandatory. The consortium will follow the recommended format for Horizon 2020 projects. In
addition to the use of the standard EU emblem, the prescribed disclaimer text will be used. Also, when
displayed together with another logo, the EU emblem will have prominence.
For communication activities (deliverables, social media, other reports/publications)
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under Grant Agreement nº 957751. The document/report/publication represents the view of
the author only and is his/her sole responsibility: it cannot be considered to reflect the views of the European
Commission and/or the Innovation and Networks Executive Agency (INEA). The European Commission and
the Agency do not accept responsibility for the use that may be made of the information it contains.
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For marking infrastructure, equipment and major results
This [infrastructure][equipment] [insert type of result] is part of a project that has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (Grant Agreement nº 957751).

2.2.3 Colour palette
The following RGB colour codes as shown in Figure 4 have been established to maintain the visual identity of
RESPONSE.

Figure 4: RGB codes for 4 primary RESPONSE colours

2.2.4 Documentation templates - word and powerpoint
In order to create uniformity of project publications/reports, the below templates have been developed to
document project activity:
•

Word template for project deliverables - Figure 5

•

Word template for short reports - Figure 6

•

PowerPoint template - Figure 7

13

Figure 5: Word template for project deliverables

Figure 6: Word template for short reports
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Figure 7: PowerPoint template

2.3 Target stakeholder groups and networks
Every project has a defined stakeholder focus with relevant actors and networks identified to engage with the
project team and develop activities. This section identifies the relevant audiences, their needs and benefits
and how to engage them in the different stages of the project.

2.3.1 List of target groups
RESPONSE stakeholders include those whose interests are affected by the project, those whose activities
affect the project, those who possess/control information, resources and expertise needed for the
implementation of the project and those whose participation and active involvement is necessary for the
successful implementation and/or dissemination of results. Taking this into account, in Table 1 a list of
stakeholders identifying six main target groups is presented.
Table 1: Target stakeholder mapping of RESPONSE
Target Group

Operators of Essential
Services

Consumers

Involved Actors
•

Energy network operators

•

Energy suppliers

•

Heating/Cooling distributors

•

Waste management operators

•

Public Transport operators (public/private)

•

Residential consumers

Role in RESPONSE

Utiliser

End-users/Utiliser
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Target Group

Involved Actors

Role in RESPONSE

•

Non-residential consumers

•

Drivers (public transportation/ private cars) Public transport
operators

•

Technology/Mobile-Based services & products developers

•

Local businesses/SMEs/Start-ups/RDI sector/ RES sector
Tourism operators

•

Construction industry

•

Energy/Digital facility management providers

•

Vehicle manufacturers

•

ESCOs/Utility operators EV charger operators

•

Owner/managers of parking areas

•

Real estate developers/Social housing companies

•

Advisors, consultants, engineers

•

ICT consultants/developers/service providers

•

Investors, financial institutions, banks

•

Associations/NGOs/community

Technology and Services
Providers

Utiliser/Facilitator/Provider

and

umbrella

organisations/neighbourhood commissions/
•

Research centres and universities

•

Providers of technical solutions – Experts in urban planning,
technology, engineering

•

Service Delivery operators (platforms)

•

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) operators

•

Urban and Policy Centres/Labs/Observatories

•

EU policy makers, namely EU DG Regio, EU DG Energy, EU DG
RTD, European Investment Bank (EIB), Covenant of Mayors, EIP
Smart Cities

Policy-Making Bodies and

•

Regional and Metropolitan bodies, Inter-municipal Committees

•

Central

Governance
Inter-institutional

bodies

(e.g.,

Enabler

inter-ministerial

commissions/committee);
•

Residents Visitors/Tourists Building owners
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Target Group

Citizens

Involved Actors
•

Residents

•

Visitors/Tourists

•

Building owners

•

Residents

•

Non-residential agents with high interest

Citizen Ambassadors

Role in RESPONSE

End-user

Facilitator

2.3.2 Access to networks
Given the diversity of the consortium, RESPONSE will optimise outreach through its partners and especially
through those linked directly to WP11 activities. These partners collectively as the “Dissemination Group”,
intend to exploit their networks in the best possible way to complement the overall process of dissemination,
communication, and exploitation. A list of these networks/associations is presented in Table 2.

The

Dissemination Group comprises of 12 organisations including the Project Coordinator (EIFER), WP11 Task
Leaders (SPI, COMILLAS, and RINA-C), LHCs (Turku and Dijon), and FCs (BRU, ZGZ, EORDAIA, MoG, PMB, and
DITA).
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Table 2: Dissemination group's access to networks

Access to research

Access to industrial

networks/associations

networks/associations

Access to media platforms
(newsletters/magazines/journals/onli

Relevant ongoing projects

ne communities)

International Energy Agency (IEA), Energy in
Buildings and Communities (EBC): Annex 83

Belmont Forum: Creating Interfaces

- Positive Energy Districts, European

Sustainable Urbanisation Global Initiative

Cooperation in Science and Technology

(SUGI)/Food-Water-Energy Nexus

(COST): CA19126 - Positive Energy Districts
European Network, ECSA European Citizen

EIFER

Science Association, UERA Urban Europe
Research Alliance, DGNB Deutsche
Gesellschaft für nachhaltiges Bauen, ESA
European Sociological Association, ISA
International Sociological Association,
Energy & Society Network, French-German
Office for the Energy Transition

https://creatinginterfaces.eifer.kit.edu/,
DIN Smart City Standard Forum, DIN Mirror
committee AA12 Nachhaltige Entwicklung
in Kommmunen (mirroring CEN/TC 465 and
ISO/TC 268)

EIFER's members newsletters (EDF, KIT),
Journal of Building Research & Information,
Stadt+Werk

ADEME MODESTE CARBON MOBILITY: a
Territorialized System
www.geomobinn.fr/etude-modeste/ ,
BMBF: KoOpRegioN - Cooperation for
sustainable land use
http://www.nordschwarzwaldregion.de/projekteveranstaltungen/koopregion/
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Access to research

Access to industrial

networks/associations

networks/associations

"European Business & Innovation Centres

SPI

Network (EBN); European Technology,
-

Platforms (ETPs); Portuguese Water
Partnership (PWP); International
Association of Science Parks (IASP);
Portuguese Business Society (Singapore)"

Access to media platforms
(newsletters/magazines/journals/onli

Relevant ongoing projects

ne communities)

Cordis News (www.cordis.europa.eu); ECCP
(https://clustercollaboration.eu); ICA International Consulting Alliance
(http://www.icaworld.net); AICEP Portugal

SPARCS (https://www.sparcs.info), Urban
GreenUP (https://www.urbangreenup.eu)

News (www.portugalglobal.pt)

RINA TECH. LEATHERHEAD (UK) (testing of

RINA-C

smart grid components) LABORATORY IN
UNIVERSITY OF GENOA (Savona Smart
Campus)

CAMPANIA (ITALY) (testing of hydrogen
solutions), GENOA SMART CITY
ASSOCIATION, TORINO SMART CITY

BUILD UP (https://www.buildup.eu/en)

POCITYF (https://pocityf.eu/)
SMARTENCITY (https://smartencity.eu/)

ASSOCIATION, FCHJU Association, Energy
System Catapult (UK)
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Access to research

Access to industrial

networks/associations

networks/associations

Access to media platforms
(newsletters/magazines/journals/onli

Relevant ongoing projects

ne communities)
One-Net (www.onenet-project.eu),

COMILLAS

CoordiNet (www.coordinet-project.eu),
BRIDGE (www.h2020-bridge.eu), ISGAN
REDYD 2050 (Spanish Research Network)

(www.iea-isgan.org), FUTURED

(http://www.demandresponse.eu/)

(www.futured.es), ETIP-SNET (www.etipsnet.eu)

Euniversal (www.euniversal.eu), IELECTRIX
University Social Networks

(www.ielectrix-h2020.eu), UrbanOpt

Dissemination through academic journals

(www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/urbanopt

(IEEE, Elsevier, MDPI)

), REDREAM
(www.cordis.europa.eu/project/id/957837/
en), EDDIE (http://www.eddieerasmus.eu/)
Smart and Wise Turku Spearhead project

Turku

University of Turku, Åbo Akademi, Turku

The City of Turku's communication

https://www.turku.fi/en/smart-and-wise,

platforms and press release services, Turku-

Scale-Up (H2020 funding starting in

Southwest Finland European Office (Turku

06/2021), Low-carbon mobility in mobility

University of Applied Sciences, Diaconia

EU Office) newsletter, Local newspapers

hubs (National funding, 8/2019 – 10/2021),

University of Applied Sciences

through press releases

DigiPAVe project (National funding,

University of Applied Sciences, Novia
University of Applied Sciences, Humask

Turku Science Park Ltd

12/2020 – 11/2021)
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Access to research

Access to industrial

networks/associations

networks/associations

Access to media platforms
(newsletters/magazines/journals/onli

Relevant ongoing projects

ne communities)

Dijon

OnDijon - https://www.metropole-

Les Docks Numériques http://www.lesdocks.net

-

dijon.fr/Grands-projets/Les-grandesrealisations/OnDijon-metropoleintelligente-et-connectee

Brussels

Municipal magazine "Brusseleir"
-

Energy Cities, Eurocities, Covenant of

(https://www.brussels.be/magazine-le-

Cities4PEDs (JPI project, website

Mayors, PED network (JPI Urban Europe)

brusseleir?_ga=2.89898587.1331243178.16

forthcoming), Urbinat (https://urbinat.eu/)

14185861-378886765.1605602582)
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Access to research

Access to industrial

networks/associations

networks/associations

Access to media platforms
(newsletters/magazines/journals/onli

Relevant ongoing projects

ne communities)

European /national social housing network.
Eurocities network, Public promoters’
network (AVS), ICLEI Local Governments for
Sustainability is a global network, GBCe

Zaragoza

(Green Building Council España), WGBC ,
CC4DR City Coalition for Digital Rights

SENATOR project (861540 -

(www.citiesfordigitalrights.org), ITEA

https://www.senatorproject.eu/), FLYING

http://itea3.org (members of the Smart City

FORWARD H202, INTERLINK (957751 -

Advisory Board), OASC (http://oascities.org
Open and Agile Smart Cities), Living.eu
(www.living-in.eu), ECM (Europan Cities
Marketing), AICE (Cities for education),

National, regional and local networks of

Openyourcity innovation platform

companies CEOE, CEPYME, Cámara de

https://openyourcity.com/,

Zaragoza (www.camarazaragoza.es)

GBC platform http://materiales.gbce.es/

http://interlinkproject.eu/), INNOCULT
(http://innocult.eu), AILAB (The European
ARTificial Intelligence Lab), FLYING
FORWARD H202 (Drones), INNOCULT

CIDEU (Strategic Development of

(Startups), ADESTE+, PYRENART, INCIT-EUE,

Latinoamerican cities), OMS (Cities friendly

THEYBUYFORYOU

with the Elderly), FESU (European network
for security), ECCAR UNESCO (cities against
racism), EUROPARC, ERODESK, FEMP
(Spanish Federation of provinces and
municipalities), FAMC (Climate Spanish
cities network)
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Access to research

Access to industrial

networks/associations

networks/associations

Access to media platforms
(newsletters/magazines/journals/onli
ne communities)
TV Channels/radio stations (West Channel,
Flash TV, Top Channel, Viva FM 95.3, Radio

Eordaia

CERTH/CPERI (The Centre for Research &
Technology, Hellas/Chemical Process &
Energy Resources Institute), UoWM
(University of Western Macedonia)

PPC (Public Power Corporation Greece),
DETIP (District Heating Company of
Ptolemaida)

Melodia 102.4 FM, Panorama 101.8 FM and
Radio Sky 99.7 FM), Portals (www.eptolemeos.gr, www.eordaialive.com,
www.ptolemaidanews.gr,
www.eordaia.org, www.kozan.gr,
www.ptolemaida.net), Magazines

MoG

National Association of Municipaities in
EcoEnergy Network Bulgaria

Bulgaria (https://www.namrb.org/);

(http://www.ecoenergy-bg.net/)

Bulgarian EE Alliance
(https://www.alliance-ee.bg/)

Relevant ongoing projects

Covenant of Mayors - upgrade of the
existing sustainable energy action plan,
Energy Upgrade of the existing school units
- Municipal Commercial Polycenter,
Connection of the existing District Heating
Network with new Power Plant Ptolemaida
V, Refurbishment of the Cultural Centre

100 news, newspaper (www.stovesti.info);
Gabrovo news (www.gabrovonews.bg);
Darik news, Gabrovo

BeSmart (freshly awarded H2020 project)

(https://dariknews.bg/regioni/gabrovo);
SetiTV (http://setitv.com/)
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Access to research

Access to industrial

networks/associations

networks/associations

Access to media platforms
(newsletters/magazines/journals/onli

Relevant ongoing projects

ne communities)
Sustainable urban transport in Botoșani by
rehabilitating, modernizing and expanding
local public passenger transport by tram -

PMB

The Innovative Cluster for Bio-economy

-

Suceava Botosani, DigiPlace network

Local media; institution website and

(URBACT III), The Romanian Association of

Facebook page; dissemination instruments

the Cities, Open & Agile Smart Cities -

of The Romanian Association of the Cities

https://oascities.org/

Rehabilitation of route 102 (POR 2014 2020); Creation / rehabilitation /
modernization of urban public spaces,
Arrangement of wireless surveillance points
on the territory of SDL (POR 2014 - 2020);
DigiPlace Project in partnership with
various municipalities

DITA

City socio-political newspaper,
Educational and methodological association

Working group on the development of the

"Sievierodonetski visti";

of specialization "Urban construction and

Sustainable Urban Development strategy

Newspaper “Ohni Sievierodonetska”;

economy", Ukrainian Scientific IT Society

2021-2027 and Implementation plan

Weekly "Prospect”, Radio STV 105.3 FM,

-

STV TV Company http://stv.ua
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2.4 Key messages
In order to cater the “What to disseminate” element, the information or messages feeding out of the project have been identified (Table 3). It is relevant to note that
★★★ denotes high communication intensity2 whereas ★ denotes low communication intensity.
Table 3: Messages to communicate to the different stakeholder types
WP

1
2
3

4

5

6, 7

2

Messages/Content to communicate

City Vision and Master City Plans
Data Collection Reports
Methodology Roadmaps
Roadmaps for smart city monitoring
Platform for energy transition monitoring
Energy data governance systems
City Information Platforms
Governance City Planning and Strategy Handbook
Digital Platform for Community Engagement
Invitation for co-creation and engagement processes
Long-term climate adaptation strategy report
Business models workshops invitations
Business models practical communication toolkit
Policy recommendations
Scenario framework and replication guideline
Technical energy and decarbonisation roadmaps
Co-creation and civic engagement tools for handbook
Solution catalogues
Monitoring and characterisation reports
Policy recommendations

Enablers

Providers

Utilisers

End-users

Facilitators

★★★
★★★
★★★
★★
★★★
★
★
★★★
★
★
★★★
★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★

★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★
★★
★★
★★
★★
★★★
★★★
★★
★★
★★★
★★★
★★
★★
★★
★★★

★★★
★★
★★
★★
★★★
★★
★★
★★
★
★★★
★
★★
★★★
★★
★★★
★★★
★
★★★
★★
★★★

★★
★
★★
★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★
★★
★
★
★
★
★★★
★
★
★

★
★
★
★
★★★
★
★
★★★
★★★
★★★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★★★
★
★
★

Communication intensity is defined as the level/extent to which the identified messages are relevant for the stakeholder types
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WP

8
9
10
11

Messages/Content to communicate

Replication guideline: Technical Roadmaps
Energy transition and decarbonisation handbook
Policy recommendations
Impact assessment and technical performance report
Invitations for knowledge exchange activities
Energy/Air quality and adaptation reports and toolkits
Dissemination Materials – in paper and introduction video
Digital and social network daily communication activities

Enablers

Providers

Utilisers

End-users

Facilitators

★★★
★★★
★★★
★
★★★
★★
★★★
★★★

★★
★★
★★★
★★★
★★
★★
★★
★★★

★★★
★★★
★★
★
★★
★★★
★★
★★★

★★
★
★
★
★★
★
★★★
★★★

★
★
★
★★
★
★
★★
★★★
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Chapter 3 – Tools and channels
3.1 Project website
The project website was developed by SPI in Month 3 i.e., December 2020. As a result, Deliverable 11.2 –
Outreach and Dissemination Activities, was submitted. The URL for the website is https://h2020response.eu/
In regard to the overall structure, there are several menus and sub-menus included. Under the Home page,
the website has a total of six menus – About; Consortium; Cities of Focus; News and Events; Outcomes; and
Contact. Figure 8 shows a screenshot from the homepage.

Figure 8: Website home page

It has been ensured that the website contains essential aspects such as the EU Emblem; Disclaimer; Privacy
Policy; Main Contact; and Social Media links. The website hosts a dedicated page for the Privacy Policy –
https://h2020response.eu/privacy-policy/. The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) have also been
addressed.
With regards to maintenance, it is relevant to note that the website will be subject to updates implemented
in a timely manner. These updates will be introduced by SPI in line with the developments associated with the
progress of the project activities.
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3.2 Social media
Social Media outreach is an important aspect to be addressed in the dissemination of a Horizon 2020 project.
For RESPONSE, the project team identifies four popular platforms to be used for maximising the dissemination
of results and the impact in general. Their respective web addresses are mentioned below:
•

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/h2020response

•

Twitter - https://twitter.com/h2020response

•

LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/h2020response

•

YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsXGKUQbBj6dKu17Kf-AghQ

3.2.1 Post template
As shown in Figure 9, general template has been developed in order to publish information via RESPONSE’s
social media channels. However, the partners have flexibility in the manner they wish to publish project
related information via their own personal or organisational accounts.

Figure 9: Social media template

3.2.2 Tags and hashtags
The consortium is encouraged to tag RESPONSE’s social media handles in every project related
post/publication. This way the team managing these accounts will be aware of such posts and will be able to
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repost/reshare/retweet them. In addition, it is also recommended to tag relevant project partners so that the
post reach and resulting reactions can be further multiplied. In terms of hashtags, the project is keen to
promote #h2020response as the main identity hashtag. In addition, the below are also equally encouraged:
•

#SmartCities

•

#ResilientCities

•

#EnergyTransition

•

#EnergyEfficiency

•

#CarbonNeutrality

•

#EnvironmentalSustainability

•

#Horizon2020

3.3 Dissemination materials
In-paper dissemination materials for RESPONSE were developed in Month 6 i.e., March 2021 with the idea of
providing the stakeholders with project related factual information and insights. SPI as the Work Package
leader and Task leader led the process to produce a brochure, flyer, a roll-up as shown in Figure 10. These
include a Brochure, a Flyer, a Roll-up and a Poster (clock-wise).

Figure 10: In-paper dissemination materials

Digital versions of these materials are publicly available for download at a dedicated sub-menu (Figure
11Error! Reference source not found.) within the Outcomes menu of the project website.
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Figure 11: Dissemination material sub-menu on the project website

3.4 Newsletters and press releases
Newsletters and Press Releases are effective mediums not only to communicate project key developments
and milestones, but also to enable consistent information outflow to the project stakeholders. These
publications are envisioned as tools that would cover relevant news on technical advancements of RESPONSE.

3.4.1 Newsletters
The newsletters will be short in length with a view to maintain a flexible structure with short key messages in
1-2 pages, and including links to more detailed information. A standard professional level of quality will be
ensured in terms of design and content. In addition to the project partners, Projects within the Smart Cities
Marketplace will also be invited to contribute to the content as relevant. SPI will manage the overall
development of design and content. As shown in Figure 12, a downloadable pdf version of the newsletters
and press releases will be hosted on the project website. The consortium will actively disseminate the
newsletter after it is published.

Figure 12: Newsletters and press releases on the website
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The newsletters will be published on the project website at a 6-month frequency and disseminated under a
subscription channel. A subscription list will be subject to updates under this to consolidate email addresses
of all individuals interested in receiving the project newsletter. Taking into careful consideration the European
General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR), the website allows users to enter and register with their email
addresses informing them how their personal data is used under the RESPONSE project. The email addresses
will be kept as part of the overall stakeholder database maintained by the consortium. The website also gives
clear information to the registered users on how to unsubscribe. The tentative schedule for publishing 10
project newsletters can be seen below in Table 4Error! Reference source not found..
Table 4: Schedule of newsletter releases

Volume

Tentative Release Month

1

April 2021

2

October 2021

3

April 2022

4

October 2022

5

April 2023

6

October 2023

7

April 2024

8

October 2024

9

April 2025

10

September 2025

The first newsletter (due in April 2021) will be the introductory newsletter. The focus hence would be on the
inception phase of the project – essentially first six months of implementation. As presented in Table 5,
content of the first newsletter (subject to changes) will provide a general introduction of the project, with a
reflection on the Cities of Focus (LHCs and FCs) and Smart Cities Marketplace as well.
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Table 5: Proposed content of RESPONSE newsletter – volume 1

Content of RESPONSE Newsletter 1
•

Welcome from the project coordinator

•

RESPONSE – general understanding and objectives

•

Introduction to the LHCs and FCs

•

Project kick-off news

•

Announcement of website and social media

•

Smart Cities Marketplace

3.4.2 Press releases
A Press Release is defined as an official statement containing project related information, specifically in
relation to specific key developments and project milestones. The first Press Release for RESPONSE has already
been published after the virtual kick-off meeting. A snapshot of the same is shown below in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Project launch press release
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3.5 Scientific publications
3.6 Project events
Announcements on upcoming events and news on previously conducted events should be transmitted to SPI
in a defined format. The details in this context are stated below.

Contents
The following fields must be filled in order to ensure that the event information goes live on the website.
Short Description

Event news

(Upcoming event related announcements)

(News on previously conducted events)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Event Title
Event Organiser
Date and Time
Objective of the event
Agenda
Registration

Event Title
Event Organiser
Date and Time
Summary of activities
Summary of attendees
Follow-up actions

Timeline
Before the event
•
•
•

After the event

T-30 days: Develop a short description and send •
to SPI
T-25 days: Event item published on the website •
T-21 days: Social media dissemination starts

Within T+5 days: Develop a short event
news/report and send to SPI
Within T+10 days: Event report published on the
project website

*T refers to the day of event

3.7 External events
RESPONSE partners will also take part in local/regional/EU level/international conferences and meetings
outside the project framework as relevant to raise awareness of the project and its achievements. Through a
monitoring document (defined later in this document in Chapter 4), the partners will keep a track of such
participation. However, it is expected that the foreseen external events participation would continue to be
impacted by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic at least until the end of Year 1 of project implementation.
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3.8 Targeted emails
Following a Consent From the stakeholders, the project team will collect and consolidate a database of email
addresses through the newsletter subscription channel, workshop registration lists, etc. Through targeted
emails, specific information will be shared with individuals or organisations keen to learn about the project
developments. Circulation of such emails will be restricted to special occasions, milestones, and opportunities
that benchmark major breakthroughs and progress.

3.9 Smart cities marketplace
Through a range of outreach activities, RESPONSE contributes towards establishing a collaborative work
environment with other ongoing Horizon 2020 SCC Smart City projects at the EU level. Also facilitated through
Task 10.3 – Connecting to Smart City projects at EU level (SCC/H2020) within the scope of Work Package 10,
this is enabled to enhance the peer learning potential with a focus on exchanging best practices.
Please

add

that

RESPONSE

is

now

included

in

the

SCM:

https://smart-cities-

marketplace.ec.europa.eu/projects-and-sites/projects/response

Figure 14: Smart city projects part of the marketplace
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Chapter 4 – Roadmap and monitoring
This chapter aims to develop and establish a roadmap for executing dissemination and communication
activities, followed by establishment of a monitoring mechanism to measure the impacts created by the
results. The chapter hence has been divided into the following two sections:
•

Implementation Timeline – Gantt chart indicating completed and due actions for the first 20 months
of the project. The plan targets only the first 24 months as an updated version of the plan (DCP - V2)
is foreseen in Month 24 to detail the actions further.

•

Monitoring and Evaluation – This section will define a set of necessary Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) to check and monitor the performance of activities.

4.1 Implementation timeline
The Timeline as established in Table 6 addresses all key activities within the framework of Dissemination and
Communication. The table also indicates the partner responsible and the month in which the activities are
due. It is to be noted that M1 (Month 1) refers to October 2020 when the project commenced and the activities
are shown until Month 24 (September 2022) since a revised version of the Plan is due in that very month. It
should be also noted that the Green colour in the table corresponds to the successfully concluded activities
whereas Dark Blue refers to the ones upcoming.
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Table 6: Implementation timeline
Year 1

3

Activity

Org.

Project Logo

SPI

Templates

SPI

Website

SPI

Social Media
profiles

SPI

Comm. Diss.
Guidelines

SPI

Comm. Diss.
Kick-off

SPI

Diss. Comm.
Plan

SPI

1

Materials

SPI

1

Newsletters

SPI

1

Press
Releases

EIFER
, SPI

Webinars

SPI

External
events3

All

M1

1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

Year 2
M8

M8

M10

M11

M12

M13

M14

M15

M16

M17

M18

M19

M20

M21

M22

M23

M24

2
2
1

2
2
1

2

3
3

4
2

3

It is expected that the foreseen external events participation would continue to be impacted by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic at least until the end of Year 1 of project implementation.
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4.2 Monitoring and evaluation
To ensure the envisaged impact of dissemination and communication activities, a monitoring and evaluation
process has been established in this chapter. Monitoring and Evaluation are considered a key element, since
they allow the project team to enable an effective impact assessment and subsequent updates or redefinition
of activities. Monitoring and Evaluation is understood as a two-step process – 1. Reporting; and 2. Impact
Measurement.

4.2.1 Reporting
A reporting system has already been set up to collect information on the activities conducted by the partners.
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet titled as CDA (Communication and Dissemination Activities) Monitoring was
circulated within the consortium, shared in the common Cloud folder for the partners to fill in information and
report all activities. SPI sends regular reminders to the partners to fill in the relevant information. The
information to be included in the file includes that regarding organising workshops, participation in external
events, social media posts, website updates, press-releases, newsletters’ dissemination, publication on other
media platforms, among others. The fields that the spreadsheet requests can be seen below in Figure 15

Figure 15: Preview of the CDA monitoring excel

4.2.2 Impact measurement
RESPONSE establishes certain benchmarks in order to reflect the impacts created. In order to study these
impacts, a list of impact metrics/performance indicators with respective target values has been developed.
The indicators as shown in Table 7 will be measured during the project term via a project impact monitoring
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methodology to assess the impact of project activities. It is relevant to also note that the established indicator
metrics will be re-assessed and updated as required in the updated version of the Plan, due in M24.
Table 7: KPIs for dissemination and communication activities

Indicator

Target

Source

Materials – number of brochures printed and
distributed

3,000

CDA Monitoring

Materials – number of views of project introduction
video

>1,000

YouTube Analytics

Website - number of page views in project lifetime

>25,000

Website Analytics

Social Media – Number of posts on Twitter/ LinkedIn/
Facebook accounts

3 per week

Social Media – Number of followers in project lifetime

>1,500

Social Media – Engagement rate

>0.7%

Publications - Number of press and news releases in
project lifetime

>40

Publications – Number of articles and interviews in
project lifetime

>10

Publications – Number of readers reached via all project
channels in project lifetime

>50,000

Publications – Number of scientific publications

>10

Social Media analytics

CDA Monitoring

Patents – Number of filed patents applications related to
>3
energy management and CIPs add-on features
TV - Video take ups from TV stations

>6

Newsletters – number of new subscribers per issue

>150

Newsletters’ subscription
database

Webinars – number of webinars

2 per year

CDA Monitoring

Webinars - number of participants

>20 per
webinar

Registration lists

External events – number of events participated in

10/year

CDA Monitoring
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